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Uniqueness of Whittaker-models for irreducible objects in Alg(Mp(k)) 

by 

G.F. Helminck 

ABSTRACT 

We discuss several methods to prove the uniqueness of Whittaker-models for the metaplectic group 
and relate them to work of S. Gelbart and I. Pyateckii-Shapiro. 
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Introduction 
Throughout this paper k denotes a finite extension of the p-adic field Qr O its ring of integers and p 

the maximal ideal of 0. 

In this paper I will first describe several methods to prove the uniqueness of Whittaker-models for 
irreducible algebraic representations of the metaplectic group Mp (k) as defined in [5) or [3]. Next I will 
show that this uniqueness implies that of the models used in [2). 

Recall that Mp(k) is a central extension of S1(2,k) with T ={z lz EC,lz I =I}. Let R: 
S1(2.k )-Mp (k) be the section as defined in [5] or [3). There one can also find the definition of the 
grouphomomorphism Ro from a certain open subgroup of S1(2,k) to Mp (k ). The notion of algebraic 
representation for closed subgroups H of Mp (k) was introduced in [3]. It simply requires that any vector 
in the representation space is H 0-finite. for some open compact subgroup H O of H. This category is 
denoted by Alg(H). There is a natural action of the Hecke-algebra H of Mp(k) on these objects and 
they correspond exactly to the non-degenerate ff-modules. 

Any (o,V) in Alg(H) can be induced to an algebraic representation of Mp(k). Namely, let S(o) be 
the space of functions f :Mp (k )- V satisfying 

(i) f(hx) =o(h)(f(x)) for all h EH and x EMp(k) 

(ii) f(xRo(Y)) =f(x) for all x EMp(k) and ally belonging to some open compact subgroup of S1(2,k) 

(iii) Under right translations with elements of T,f is T-finite and this action is continuous. 

The action of Mp(k) on S(o) by means of right translations is denoted by Ind(o). Now, let T be a non
trivial character of k and ('1T,E) an object in Alg(Mp (k )). Recall that a Whittaker model of ('TT,£) with 
respect to Tis the image of a non-zero element in Hom"(E .S(T)). Hence our object will be to show 

0.1 Theorem For all irreducible ('1T,E) in Alg(Mp(k)) we have 

dim (HomH(E ,S(T))) ,,;;;; I 

As was shown in [3]. this uniqueness for the principal series plays a role in the proof of the functional 
equation of the Eisenstein series. The example of the even Weil representation shows that a Whittaker
model does not have to exist (see theorem 14.8 in [31). Recall from [3] that if one denotes for any (o,V) 
in Alg(Mp(k)) 

{ v Iv EV ,there exists a N EN such that/ T(- x )'IT(R [! ~] )(v )dx =O} 

by V(T) and V / V(T) by V-r, then theorem (0.1) is equivalent to 

dim(E 7 ),,;;;;1 

We call (o.V) in Alg(Mp(k))'genuine if 

o(t) =t2m+ 11d for all t ET. 

Non-genuine representations correspond to algebraic representations of S1(2,k) with a character of T 
pasted on it and in that case the theorem is well-known (see e.g [41). In view of the results in [3] one only 
has to prove still the genuine quasi-cuspidal case and this is carried out in section I. The second proof 
does not require the subdivision in several types of representations and is based on an idea sketched for 
Gl(2.k) by R. Howe. It forms the content of section 2. Finally in the last section we give the correspon
dence with [2]. 

Notation 

We will use the following abbreviations for certain elements of S1(2,k) 

[Ix] [a ol [ob- 1
] u(x)= O I ,x Ek;d(a)= O a-I ,a Ek*;w(b)= b O ,b Ek*. 

Unspecified notions and notations are as in [3]. 

First proof 
1.0 In this section ('1T,E) denotes an irreducible quasi-cuspidal representation in Alg(Mp(k)). Recall that 
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for any (o,V) in Alg(H) we write (a,V) for the contragredient representation of (o,V). The first property 
of E that we will need is 

1.1 Lemma. dim(E,,.)=dim(E-;;) 

Proof: Since E is quasi-cuspidal, we know from corollary 11.4 in [3] that (ir,£)~('17',£ 1), where £ 1 

denotes the space E equiped with the complex-conjugate C-module structure. Hence 
HomH.(E ,S(:r))~Homu(E ,S(r)). 

1.2 Let H and (o,V)EA/g(H) be as in the introduction. Denote the subspace of S(o), consisting of · 
functions with compact support modulo H, by S(o). This is an ff-submodule of S(o) and instead of 
Ind(o)l§o) we simply write ind(o). As in [l) one-proves that 

ind(o)~Ind(~ii 1a), 

with ~H the module of H. 

1.3 From this last property and the fact that E is isomorphic to E we conclude 

Homu(E ,S(T))~HomH.(§_(r),E). 

Let A be any non-zero element of Homu(S(r),E). According to Lemma 1.1 there exists a non-zero B in 
HomH.(§_(T),E). They determine a non-trivial Mp(k)-invariant bilinear form p on S(T)X§_(r) by 

P(f ,g)= <B(f),A (g)> (1.4) 

Define P,,.EHomu~l),§_(T)) by 

P ,,.(f)(m)= f T(-x)f (R(u(x))m )dx. 
k 

By means of P,,. and P-;;, we can lift p to a Mp(k)-invariant bilinear form a on §l)X§_(l). Since the 
natural pairing between §.(1) and S(l) is given by 

(f ,g) - f f(x)g(x)dx, 
Mp(k) 

a induces a D EHomu(§.(1),S(l)) such that 

a(f ,h) = f f(x)D(h)(x)dx 
Mp(k) 

for allf and h in §1). If we denote the linear formf -D(f)(e) by T then this equality becomes 

• 
a(f.,h)=T( j f(x)ind(l)(x)(h)dx)=T(h*f) 

Mp(k) 

since the integral in the second member amounts to a finite sum. 

Let J(-1) be the lifting to Mp(k) of the automorphism Int( [ ~ 1 

want to show now that for allf and h in §.(1) 

~.Ji of Sl(2,k ), as given in [3]. I 

a(f ,hol(- l))=a(h ,fol(-1)) 

By combining this equality with the surjectivity of A ,B and P,,. we get 

f EKer(AoP,,.)~fol(- l)EKer(BoP,,.). 

Hence all non-zero elements of Homu@(T),E) have the same kernel, in other words 

dim(Homu(§_(T),E)),,;;:, 1. 

(1.5) 

1.6 Let p be the anti-automorphism x - I (- l)(x - 1). Then equality (1.5) is a consequence of the invari
ance of T under p. Namely 

• 
a(f ,ho/(-1)) = T((hol(- l)*f) 

=T({fol(-l))*h }op) 



=a(h ,fol (-1)) 

The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of this invariance. 
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Since a factorizes through P,, and P-;; and ~(l) is spanned by elements of the form/ *h, with/ and h 

in ~( 1 ), equation 1.4 implies that 

T(SR(u(x))*g*SR(u(y)))=T(- X -y )T(g) (1.7) 

for all g ES(l) and x J' Ek. If we write p(T) for the linear form f -T(fo p), then it is clear that p(T) 
also satisfies (1.7). 

Denote the open subset N(k)R(w(l))P(k)T by U and write S(U) for 

{f If E~(l),support of/contained in U} 

For f ES(U), we define P(j):D(k)-C by 

11(/)(R(d(b )))= f,f T(x +y)f (R(u(-x)w(I)d(b )u(-y)))dxdy 

Now equation (1.7) implies that 

Ker(11) <;;;,Ker(T) n Ker(p(T)) n S( U). 

Furthermore it is a straightforward verification to show that for every f in S(U),11(/)=P(jop). Hence we 
may conclude 

TIS(U)=p(T)IS(U) 

Denote T-p(T) by f. Let c(g):D(k)T -c, for g E~l), be defined by 

c(g)(t R(d(b )))= f g(t R(u(- x )d(b )))T(x )dx 
k 

(1.8) 

As before, property (1.7) implies that T(g)=O for all g ES(l) such that c(g)=0. Since (w,E) is irreduci-
ble, there exists an m E Z such that -

w(t)=tm Id =Xm(t)ld. for all t ET. 

From the definition of T one deduces directly that T(g*X-m)=T(g). Thus f can be regarded as a 
linear form on {c(g)*X-m lg E~l)}. However formula (1.8) implies that for ally Ek 

c(g*SR(u(y)l)*X-m(R(d(b )))=T(b2y )c(g)*X-m(R(d(b ))). 

By combining (1.7) and (1.9) one deduces that for c(g)*X-m with support contained in a sufficiently 
small neighbourhood of R(d(b)),b2=,af:l,f(c(g)*X-m)=0. Hence there are A andµ in C such that 

T(g*X-m) =Ac(g)*X-m(R(d(- l)))+µc(g)*X-m(e) 

for all g ES(l). This equality implies however that T(gop)= T(g) for all g ES(l). On the other hand, 
T(gop)=(p(T)-T)(g)= -T(g). Conclusion f =0. -

Second proof 
2.1 In this section (w,E) denotes an irreducible object in Alg(Mp(k)). For each a Ek 0 and 
W EHomu(E ,S('r)) one constructs as follows a W0 2 in Homn(E ,S(,-0 2)) 

W0 2(v)(g) = W(v)(R(d(a))g), 

where v EE and g E Mp (k ). Hence we may assume that the conductor pm• of ,- is contained in 0. 
Assume that dim(E,,);;I:2. Then there are v1 and v 2 in E which are linear independent modulo E(T). For 
a sufficiently large m EN we have 

w(R(d(a )))(v; )=v;, 

for all a E 1 +pm+mo-•<2> and i E{l.2}. Recall that form >>0 one has 

0 2E{l+pm+mo}~a E+{l+pm+mo-v(2)} 

We will assume from now on that m has been chosen so large that both properties hold. For such a m, 
define wm :E-E by 

7Tm(v) = J T(-x)'1T(R(u(x)))(v)dx., 
p M 
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where f dx = 1. Now the following points are clear 
p ~ 

(2 2/i) 7Tm(v1) and 7Tm(v2) are linear independent . 
· (ii) 7T(R(d(a )u(x )))7Tm (v;) =-r(x )7Tm (v;) for all a E {I+ pm +m. -v(2l},x Ep-m and i E {1,2}. 

I write Pm for the group {R(d(a)u(x))lxEp-m,aEl+p'n+mo-v(2)} and 'Tm for its character 
R(d(a)u(x)) -n(x). Clearly 7Tm =77(-rm) and 7Tm(E) is a Tm*H*-rm - module. Since Eis irreducible we 
have moreover 

2.3 Lemma 7Tm(E) is an irreducible 'Tm *H* Tm - module 
Proof: For every non-zero v in 7Tm(E),7T(H)(v)=E and hence 7Tm(7T(H)(v)) =7T('Tm*H*-rm)(v) =7Tm(E). 

2.4 If we can prove that Tm *H*-rm is commutative then non-degenerate irreducible 'Tm *H*-rm - modules 
are one-dimensional and lemma 2.3 furnishes a contradiction with (2.2). In other words, dim (E 7 ):,;;.:;;, 1. 

2.5 The commutativity of Tm *H*-rm will be a consequence of its invariance under a suitable .chosen 
anti-automorphism of Mp(k). Let a-Mp(k) -Mp(k) be defined by 

a(tR [: ! ])=tR [~ : ] 
Using proposition 1.11 from [3], one verifies that a is an anti-automorphism of Mp (k ). Now we are left 
to prove 

2.6 Theorem All f E-rm *H*-rm are invariant under a,i.e.foa =f 

Proof Let f belong to Tm *H*-rm. Then it is clearly sufficient to show that for each g in Mp (k) one of the 
two following situations occurs 

(a) f (g)= 0 

(/3) There is a g 1 E P mgP m such that a(g 1) = g 1. 

Firstwetakeg oftheformtR(u(x)d(b)). ForeachzEp-m suchthatb 2zEp-m there must hold 

-r(z )f (t R(u (x )d(b ))) =-r(zb 2)f (t R(u (x )d(b ))). 

Hence, if we can find a z such that -r(zb 2)=1=-r(z ), then case (a) applies. It is a straightforward verification 
to show that this happens only if b2~l+pm+mo_ If b2El+pm+mo, then b E+{l+pm+mo-v(2l} and we 
can choose as a representative of P mgP m ,t R(u(x )) or t R(u(x )d(-1)), which are both invariant under a. 
Next we take g of the form tR(u(x)w(b)u(y)). Since 

R(d(c ))g R(d(a )) =t R(u(xc 2)w(bc -la )u (ya - 2)) 

we are in case (/3} if there is a c E 1 +pm +mo-v(2> such that c2x =y modulo p-m. Assume now that this 
is not the case. Applying the same formula with a = c we get 

'T((c 2 - l)(x -c - 2y ))f (g) = f (g) 

for all c E 1 +pm +mo-v(2> such that (c 2- l)x and (c2 - l)y Ep-m. By symmetry we may assume that 
Ix I;;;. ly I. If x Ep-m then we can choose the representative tR(w(b)) and we are in case (/3). Hence 
we assume that x ~p-m If Ix I> ly I, we can pick out a c such that v((l-c 2>x)=m 0 - l and 
-r((c 2 - l)x )=l=l. Then 'T((c 2- l)(x -c - 2y ))=-r((c2- l)x) and we are in case (a). For Ix I = ly I, we con
sider first the case v (x );;,. - 2m - m 0• In that case there are no restrictions and moreover 
-r((c2 - 1 )(x -c - 2y )) =-r((c2 - l)(x -y )). Hence if (c 2 - 1 )(x -y) Epm0 , for all c E {I +pmo+m -v(2l} then 
x -y Ep-m and that is in contradiction with our assumptions. Finally if v(x)<-2m -m 0 then one 
chooses c such that c = 1 +at, with a EO* and v(tx )= -m. Then -r((c 2 - l)x -c-2y )= -r(atx(l -yx - 1)) 
and if this is equaJ to one for all aEO* the element 1-yx- 1 has to belong to l+pmo-v(ix) and this con
tradicts again our assumptions. 

The connection with 12] 
3.1 Using the fonnulas on page 11 of [3], one checks that a -1 (a) is a grouphomomorphism of k * to 
Aut (Mp (k )). Let M be the semi-direct product of k • and Mp (k) defined by it and write~ for (a ,e) in 
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M, with a Ek*. Analogously to [3] one defines for representations of closed subgroups of M the notions 
of algebraic, irreducible etc. The group M is isomorphic to a central. extension of Gl(2,k) by T. The 
two-fold covering of Gl(2,k) used in [2] can be embedded into M as a closed subgroup G. Each irreduci
ble algebraic representation of G can be extended to one of M by simply pasting on a suitable character 
of T. Thus their notion of genuine corresponds to ours. Since the special Whittaker models in [2] only 
concern genuine representations, we will consider from now on, without furher mentioning only genuine 
representations. 

3.2 Let ('11',V) be an irreducible object in Alg(Mp(k)). We will indicate now how one can construct start
ing with ('11',V), an irreducible object in Alg(M). Let M 2 be {a 2g la Ek*,g EMp(k)}. 
Note that the center of M2 is equal to {a2R(d(a- 1))t It ETand a Ek*}. Take any quasi-character x of 
k* such that x(-1)= 1. Since for all a Ek* and g EMp(k) 

'IT(R (d(a -l))gR(d(a )))='17'(/ (a - 2)(g)) 

we can define a representation 'ITx of M 1 by 

'1Tx(a 1g)= x(a)'IT(R(d(a))g) 

Moreover all irreducible objects in Alg(M 2) are obtained in this way. By "inducing " 'ITx to M we get the 
representation Ind('1Tx) of M, by right translations in the space 

S('ITx)={/ If :M -v,J(mg)='1Tx(m)(j(g)),for all m EM1 and g EM}. 

Let { t; }; EI be a set of representatives of k • / <k°l'· From 4.6 in [3] one sees that 

'ITxolnt(!i )(~2R(d(a - 1)))= x(a )(a ,t; )Id 

Hence the TTxOlnt(t; ),i E/, are mutually inequivalent. Since moreover Ind('1Tx) IM i'~ _$ 'ITxolnt(t; ), we may 
- tEI -

conclude that Ind('1Tx) is irreducible. Conversely, let (o,E) be an irreducible representation of M. Take 
any irreducible M 1 - submodule (p, V) of E. For every i El ,M 2 acts on o(t; )( V) according to 
po/nt(!i- 1). Consequently, E =/!\"~;)(V) and (o,E) is isomorphic to (/nd(p),S(p)J- In other words we 

have shown the following 

3.3 Proposition: Any irreducible genuine object (o,E) in Alg(M) is isomorphic to some (lnd(p),S(p)), with 
(p,V) an irreducible genuine object in Alg(M1). -

3.4 Let E and V be as in 3.3. Then it is clear that 

Hence one cannot have the uniqueness of Whittaker-models in the ordinary sense. Note that there is a 
natural action of {a 2R(d(a- 1))1a Ek*} on E,,. From the foregoing we know that this group acts accord
ing to the-quasi-characters 

a -x(a )(a ,t; ), i El. 

Hence the subspace of E,,, consisting of those elements on which {a2R(d(a- 1))} acts according to a 
specified character, has dimension one or zero. This is the uniqueness result of [2]. 

3.5 Remark From the foregoing it will be clear that it would also have been sufficient to show that one 
has uniqueness for irreducible genuine quasi-cuspidal representations of M 1. For such a representation 
one has a bilinear form /3 as in (1.4) and by making use of the method described in §6 of [I] one can 
prove that 

/3(! ,g) = /3(go p,f op) (3.6) 

where pis the composition of J(-1) and the automorphism a1g -a-1g, gEMp(k), of M 2• Clearly 
(3.6) implies the desired result. However, the details would- require more space than the methods 
described here. 
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